A mixed-alpha,beta miniprotein stereochemically reprogrammed to high-binding affinity for acetylcholine.
The protein-structure space is limited to L configuration in the asymmetric alpha-amino acid structures; the function space, on other hand, seems limitless because of the chemical diversity in the amino acid side chain structures. The chemical diversity in side chain structure may be multiplied beneficially with the stereochemical diversity in main chain structure; thus, de novo protein design may be explored for customizing molecular structures stereochemically and molecular functions chemically. Illustrating de novo design in the structure space of L and D alphabet, canonical all-beta folds of poly-L structure were reprogrammed as bracelet, boat, and canoe-shaped molecules-the "boat" as a receptor-like pocket and the "canoe" as a metal-ion receptor-simply by mutating specific L-amino acid residues to the corresponding D stereochemical structure. Demonstrating customization of molecular shape stereochemically and function chemically, a 15-residue mixed-alpha, beta miniprotein of canonical poly-L structure is now reprogrammed stereochemically as a cup-shaped receptor for acetylcholine via cation-pi interaction with a triad of aromatic side chains placed in mimicry of the acetylcholine-receptor sites both natural and artificial. Evidence from CD, fluorescence, NMR, DSC, ITC, MD, and molecular-docking studies is presented to show that a rationally designed 15-residue mixed-L, D peptide is a cooperatively ordered molecular fold in the stereochemically specified molecular morphology, submicromolar in affinity of acetylcholine and thus an acetylcholine receptor exceptionally small and simple. .